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ABSTRACT

In this chapter, the authors present a way of measuring the similarity between two Web applications. 
For this, they define the degree of similarity between two Web applications, taking into account only 
the Webpages composed of HTML tags. The authors also introduce an algorithm used to calculate this 
value, its implementation being made in the Java programming language.

INTRODUCTION

Web applications have a vast usage and a fast evolution. Consequently, various models have been cre-
ated in view of web applications, especially used for verification and testing, such as those presented in 
(Alalfi, Cordy & Dean, 2008). The extensive development of these applications requires a mechanism 
for measuring their quality, these aspects having been studied in many papers, such as (Cheng-ying & 
Yan-sheng, 2006; Sreedhar, Chari & Ramana, 2010; Popescu & Szabo, 2010; Popescu, 2011; Popescu 
& Danauta, 2011). This chapter aims to determine an algorithm of measuring the similarity between 
two web applications. Another method of measuring the similarity between web applications has been 
introduced in (Popescu & Danauta, 2011) and it uses a relation between the web pages of an application, 
relation taken from (Popescu & Szabo, 2010; Popescu, 2011; Popescu & Danauta 2012). The formula 
we introduce (section 2) does not use this relation. It is based on comparing the tags of two web pages, 
using an algorithm for determining a common subsequence for two strings of tags. The algorithm which 
calculates the similarity degree is presented in section 3. The implementation and the results obtained 
with this algorithm are presented in section 4.
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THE DEGREE OF SIMILARITY

Let WA1 and WA2 be two web applications. The application WA1 is considered to be composed of the 
web pages p1, p2,..., pn and the application WA2 composed of the web pages q1, q2,..., qm. We will also 
establish a set TG of tags.

For a web page pi we build a sequence with all its tags, excluding those which are also in TG, keeping 
their order and removing their attributes.

Definition 1

For two sequences of tags T1 and T2, associated to the web pages pi from WA1 and qj from WA2, we 
define the degree of similarity between pi and qj, written nrij, as being the number equal to the maximum 
length of a common subsequence of tags for T1 and T2.

Definition 2

For a web page p from WA1, we define de similarity degree of p with WA2 as being the number: 
degpage(p,WA2)=k/NT, where k=max{nrij | 0 < j < m+1}, NT is the number of tags from p which are 
not in TG and i is an index, 0 < i < n+1 for which p=pi.

Definition 3

We define the degree of similarity between WA1 and WA2 as being the number: deg(WA1,WA2)=s/n, 
where s=degpage(p1,WA2) + degpage(p2,WA2) +... + degpage(pn,WA2).

Remark 1: 0< deg(WA1,WA2) ≤ 1.
Remark 2: If deg(WA1,WA2) = 1, then for any web page pi from WA1, there is a web page qj in WA2 

so that T1 is a subsequence of T2, where T1 is the sequence of tags from pi, which are not in TG, 
and T2 is the sequence of tags from qj, which are not in TG.

Example

Let us consider the set TG={<HTML>, </HTML>, <HEAD>, </HEAD>, <TITLE>, </TITLE>, 
<BODY>, </BODY>}, the web application WA1 composed of the web pages p1 and p2, as well as the 
web application WA2 composed of the web pages q1, q2 and q3. The files P1.html, P2.html for p1, p2 
and Q1.html, Q2.html, Q3.html for q1, q2 and q3 are as shown in Box 1.

We obtain the following results:
The sequences of tags, which are not in TG, for each web page:

Tp
1
=(<B>, </B>, <IMG>)

Tp2
=(<I>, </I>, <BR>, <BR>, <IMG>)

Tq1
=(<B>, </B>)

Tq2
=(<I>, </I>)

Tq3
=(<I>, </I>, <BR>, <BR>, <IMG>)
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